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Sisters and the Marchese della Cosa, as an eager Press
reached out its tentacles to embrace those paragons oi
dance and diplomacy, the pride of our ship's company.
Perhaps it found them, though I never saw the photographic
record of their smiles, the full statement of their feelings on
the skyline, thoughts on war-debts, play censorship, the
current trial and the latest book, which are the toll exacted
by the enquiring gate-keepers of the New World. One
envies Christopher Columbus, to whom the skyline, at any
rate, must have presented a simpler problem when he met
the Sioux reporters, For in the somewhat uneventful
landscape of Ambrose Channel the wary Genoese might well
reply that he had not noticed one. But that excuse now
lies far beyond the reach of the least observant mariner.
So we admired it, each after his own fashion and to his
appropriate reporter—the Something Sisters in duet, the
Marchese with a touch of Latin fire, myself with a nervous
gesture of propitiation. We admired the United States as
well, True, we had not yet set foot in them. But if the
ancients could sacrifice to an Unknown God, why not a
cautious modern ?
So the unlikely towers climbed slowly up the sky; ferry-
boats scuttled away to safety; and the Hudson discharged
discoloured ice-floes in untidy welcome of the arriving
mariners, as the advancing city engulfed us—Marchese,
Sisters, smoke-stacks, masts, and all. Tugs, with the con-
sequential air inseparable from tugs in every port, took
charge. A deft turn, and we were neatly anchored in a
back street, where big black locomotives, hooting huskily,
clanged the authentic bells of romance and propelled the
right, the real, the inimitable cow-catcher. The New
World called, and a scared explorer walked quickly down
a gang-plank into it.

